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On Noise in Distributed Amplifiers at
Microwave Frequencies

KARL B. NICLAS, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE, AND BRETT A. TUCKER

Abstract —Formulas for the noise figure, and the minimum uoisefigure
of a multi-link distributed amplifier have been developed. In addition, a
relatively simple approximation formula has been devised that predicts the
minimum noise figure of a practicaf amplifier design with good accuracy np
to frequencies of 9 GHz. Finafly, after the dependence of the noise

characteristics on the circnit parameters is discussed, the noise figures of a
2- 18-GHz three-link module are compnted and compared witfr those

measured on an actuaf amplifier. The measured data across the 2- 18-GHz

band compare favorably with the computed results. Measurements and

theory agree that onfy small improvements in noise figure may he achieved,
when noise matching the module’s input impedance.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE PRINCIPLE of distributed amplification, when

applied at microwave frequencies, has yielded ex-

tremely encouraging results. Monolithic [1] as well as

hybrid amplifiers [2] have exhibited respectable gain per-

formances over the frequency band 2–20 GHz and, due to

the concept of additive amplification [3], have demon-

strated good power-handling capabilities. Another parame-

ter that is of great significance to designers and users alike

is the noise figure. Hence, the dependence of the noise

figure on the circuit elements has become of major interest

in the design of distributed amplifiers.

Little has been reported on the noise characteristics of

distributed amplifiers. In their pioneering paper on dis-

tributed amplification, E. L. Ginzton et al. addressed the

noise behavior for the case of gridded electron tubes [3]. By

adding the noise powers generated in the active devices and

the grid-lie terminations, the authors developed an ex-

pression for the noise figure that is based primarily on a

qualitative evaluation of the amplifier’s noise sources. Re-

cently, Y. Ayasli et al. published the computed noise

performance of a 2–12-GHz amplifier. However, except

for the schematic containing the relevant noise sources, the

authors did not give any details of. the theory their com-

puter program is based on [4].
It is the purpose of this paper to provide some under-

standing of the noise phenomenon in distributed amplifiers

and to quantitatively examine the factors that determine its

magnitude. Based on a rigorous analysis, it is demonstrated

that the difference between the noise figure and the opti-

mum noise figure is rather small when designing for a flat

gain response across a multi-octave band. This fact was

first discovered in experiments which proved it to be
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a three-link distributed amplifier,

virtually impossible to improve the noise figure of a

three-link amplifier module by means of outside tuning.

II. NOISE PARAMETERS AND NOISE FIGURE

A. Elementary Amplifier

The formulas derived in this paper contain the noise

generated by the active devices and the thermal noise

agitation injected by the terminations of both idle ports.

The part that may be contributed by lossy transmission

line elements or lossy inductors, as well as capacitors, is

considered to be comparatively small and has therefore

been neglected.
The circuit diagram of a practical three-link distributed

amplifier is shown in Fig. 1 [2]. The linking components

between the transistors of this particular network are com-

posed of transmission line elements of equal electrical

lengths in both the gate and the drain line (d~l + d~z = 8DI).

For the analysis of an amplifier such as that of Fig. 1, it is

convenient to divide the module into functional blocks

such as the input matching circuit, the elementary ampli-

fiers and, if necessary, the output matching network. Hence,

Fig. 2 shows the k th elementary amplifier as it will be used

in the analysis of the unit’s noise parameters. It incorpo-

rates the active device which is located between the gate

and the drain line and described by a II-shaped equivalent

circuit. The MESFET’S noise sources are characterized by

the voltage U1and the current il at the input terminal of the

transistor. The input and output links of the drain and gate

line may either consist of transmission line or lumped

circuit elements. For reasons of simplifying the mathemati-

cal problem, it is convenient to combine both input and

output links to a single input and a single output four-port

and apply the concept of cascaded four-ports to the

MESFET’S and shunt elements as well. All circuit elements
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Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of the k th elementary amplifier, including the
noise sources UI and j of the active device.
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Fig. 3. Transformation matrices of the four-ports typically employed in
distributed amplifier design.

as they are typically employed in a distributed amplifier

can be represented by one of the four-ports shown in Fig.

3: It should be noted that the matrix for the building block

of Fig. 3(d) may be used for either lumped or transmission

line elements.

Now that the analytical tools have been assembled, we

are able to find the voltages and currents at the drain and

the gate input of the elementary amplifier of Fig. 2. They

depend on the passive circuit elements, the active device

and its internal noise sources ( UI and il) as well as the

output voltages and currents. Voltages and currents may

then be expressed in form of the chain matrix equation

[:l=’kki+’“a)
where

‘k= ‘l~’~k’zk (lb)

[Alk] is the matrix of the input link and [A2,] is that of the

output link of Fig. 2, while [A~k ] constitutes the MESFET’S

chain matrix (Fig. 3(a)). All voltages and currents in (1)

contain both the signal and the noise components. The

matrix equation (la) transforms the transistor’s noise volt-

age VI and noise current il to the input port of the

elementary amplifier in Fig. 2. The transformation of [ B~k]

depends solely on Yzl and Yll of the active element.

Finding the relationship that exists between the input

and output quantities and the internal noise sources of a

multi-link module becomes now a mere exercise in matrix

algebra. However, before we engage in this task, it seems

appropriate to separate the signal from the noise quanti-

ties. Since we always assume to operate under linear condi-

tions, total voltages and currents are simply the sum of

their signal and noise components. The latter are sym-

bolized by lower case letters. We therefore define for the

gate side ( )~k and the drain side ( )~k

vDk , Gk = “Dk, Gk + ‘Dk, G, (2a)

v Dk–l, Gk–1 = v’D,_~, G,_~ + uD,_~3G,_~ (2b)

I Dk , Gk = I’Dk, Gk + ‘Dk, Gk (2C)

I Dk-LGk-l= I’Dk-LGk-l+ ‘Dk-l,Gk-l. (2d)

Substituting (2) into (la) results in two matrix equations,

one for the signal and one for the noise parameters. The

former has been treated elsewhere [2] and is of no further

concern in this paper. The noise behavior of a single link is

then accurately -d&cribed by

[1[
t)~,_ ~ VD,

iD&l
= ‘k

— iDk

‘Gk – 1 ‘G,
iGk_l — iGk [1

—VI,

ilk
+ B,

o“
(3)

o

B. Multi-Link Amplifier

1) Exact Solution: Let us now consider the amplifier’s

boundary conditions. The unit’s idle ports are terminated

with the admittances YD~ on the drain and YG~ on the gate

side. In addition, we connect a signal source with an
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Fig. 4. Termination conditions and equivalent noise sources of the

distributed amplifier for (a) the noise output power method and (b) the

noise input power method.

internal admittance Y~ to the amplifier’s input terminal

– 1 to its output terniinal. Since alland a load of Y. = 20

four terminations contain a finite conductance, they inject

thermal noise, which in the case of Y~, Y~~, and YD~

contributes to the noise power at the amplifer’s output

terminal. Furthermore, thos? components generated by the

MESFET’S have a strong influence on the amplifier’s noise

behavior and may be represented by voltage sources at

each of the four terminals. This is accomplished by trans-

forming the transistors’ individual noise sources to the

four-port’s terminals as illustrated in Fig. 4(a) and thereby

making the four-port itself free of noise.

Applying the boundary conditions to (3) in accordance

with the directions of the voltages and currents indicated in

Fig. 4(a), and assuming a number of n elementary ampli-

fiers, we derive the following matrix equation:

[

u~o
- (YDTUDO - iDT)

‘GO

(4a)

where

D=fiA~
k=O

(4b)

‘DF

11[”11

– vl~

&=~E, 1; (4C)
k=l

iGF o

(4d)

A.= I. (4e)

([1] is the identity matrix and the links are numbered

beginning at the input end.) For the simple case that all

links and active devices are identical ([A~] = [A] and [B~~]

= [B]), (4b) and (4d) take the form

D=An (5a)

E~ = Ak–lB. (5b)

While (4) expresses the relationship th@ exists between the

noise parameters at the amplifier’s input and output ports,

it does not directly formulate the unknown voltages

(vDO, %0> ‘D., ‘G. ) as functions of the known quantities

(v,, i,, iGT, i~=, is). This is accomplished in (6):
.- -.

(The elements of [K]. and [K]k are contained in the

Appendix.)

Up to this point it was convenient to treat the problem

with the technique of cascading four-ports. However, since

the noise parameters responsible for the amplifier’s noise

figure can now be determined with (6) we abandon the

four-port representation. Aside from the noise input power,

the computation of the amplifier’s noise figure only re-

quires the knowledge of the noise output power. We there-

fore need to extract the noise voltage VD. from (6) which

can be expressed by the two-port equation

‘D. = ~:1 [( K31)kvlk + (K32)kilk] + (K33)OiGT

+ (K34)OiDT + (K35)Ois. (7)

Its elements Ki, depend on Dij and Eij of (4) and the

termination admittances at the amplifier’s four ports. The

noise power at the unit’s output is in accordance with Fig.

4(a)

NDn = Yolv~n12 . (8)

In order to determine its magnitude, we now make the

valid assumption that no correlation between any noise

voltages or noise currents exist except for the voltage V1

and the current il of the same active device. It is usually

expressed in terms of the correlation admittance YCO,[5]

il = in + YCOrvl (9)

where i. represents that part of the current il that is not

correlated with V1. By substituting (9) into (7) we are in a

position to express the amplifier’s noise output voltage in

terms of parameters that are not correlated with each
other.

‘D” = f [( K’31)kvlk + (K32)kink] + (K33)OiGT

k=l

+ (K34)OiDT + (K35)Ois (lOa)
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with

(K’31)k =( K31)k+(~or)k(K32 )k- (lOb)

Taking into consideration that noise correlation exists only

between sources of the same active device, we obtain with

(8) and (10)

Replacing the voltages and currents of (11) with the

MESFETS’ equivalent noise parameters as well as the noisy

components of the termination admittances leads to

[

n

NDn = 4kT(A.1% ~ { lK:l@.~ + &l:G.k }
k=l

+ lKq~l~G~~ + lK3Jl~GD~ + lK351~G,

With the available input noise power

N~ = kToAf

and the unit’s overall gain

Gain = 41K35]~G~%

, (12)

(13)

(14)

we are now ready to formulate the noise figure of the

multi-link distributed amplifier

F=l+
[

In
X ~ {lK,’ll;Rnk + lK321;Gnk]

F351%Z k=l

I+lK331:G~~ + lK341:GD~ . (15)

The computation of the minimum noise figure F&, the

equivalent noise resistor R:, the equivalent noise conduc-

tance G;, and the correlation admittance Y& = G& + jB&

of the amplifier may then be accomplished by computing

the noise figures (15) for four arbitrary but different input

admittances Y, and use the resulting noise figures to de-

termine these quantities. Since the method is straightfor-

ward, it is not reported here.

While the formula (15) of the noise figure is based on the

noise output power (12), it may as well be derived by

transforming all noise sources in accordance with the
equivalent circuit of Fig. 4(b) to the amplifier’s input. Such

a transformation leads to the direct formulation of the

noise parameters R;, G:, and YICO,which in turn can be

used to calculate the noise figure F and the minimum noise
figure F~l~. In pursuing this method we found the results to

be in total agreement with those of the “output power

method” proving its validity when applied to four-ports.

Both approaches lead to identical results and neither seems

to have advantages over the other regarding the computer

programming.

2) Low Frequency Model: Due to the complexity of the

formulas presented so far, it might be beneficial to analyze

a simplified model of the multi-link amplifier. For this

purpose we choose the low frequency model for which the

transforming characteristics of the linking elements maybe

neglected. In other words, we treat the amplifier as a 10SSY

match amplifier with n numbers of parallel transistors. The

noise characteristics of this amplifier model are described

by the parameters [6]

“=+[Rn+%l (16a)

[
G:= GGT+ n Gn + IY1l –YCOJ2

GD~R.

nlY&12R. + GDT I

(16b)

[ 1YC~l= Y~T + n YCO,+ (Yll – YCO,) ‘~T .
nly,112Rn + GDT

(16c)

If we further assume that

GDT << n1Y2112R. (17a)

GDT <<
IY2,12z (GGT+ nGn)

(17b)
Iyll – %rl

G~T + nGCO,
G~T<< 1Y2112R~ G _G

11 Cor

(17C)

which are satisfied in most practical cases the formula for

the approximate minimum noise figure of a multi-link

distributed amplifier takes the simple form

It clearly indicates that the minimum noise figure of a

distributed amplifier at low frequencies maybe reduced by

increasing the number of links. We will briefly investigate

in Section III to what extent the approximation formula

(18) may be used to determine the minimum noise figure of

a multi-link distributed amplifier.

111. COMPUTED NOISE FIGURES AND GAINS OF

PRACTICAL AMPLIFIER DESIGNS

In this chapter we discuss the computed noise figure,

minimum noise figure, and gain for a number of practical

amplifier designs as they depend on various circuit param-

eters. The noise figure computations are based on (15),

while the small signal gain has been computed by means of

(14).

A. Cascading of Identical Links

Let us first study the case of an amplifier that consists of

identical elementary blocks (Fig. 5) cascaded to a multi-link

chain and terminated with R~ and R~ at the idle ports.
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Fig. 5. Schematic of a three-link distributed amplifier with (a) lumped

elements and (b) distributed line elements.
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the minimum noise figure and the smafl signaf
gain of a lumped element amplifier with identicaf links on the number
of links (L/2 = 0.3125 nH, CD = 0.159 pF, RG = 38 Q, R~ =125 Q).

The characteristics of the MESFET used in all of the

theoretical and practical studies reported here have been

described in the literature [2]. The minimum noise figure

and the small signal gain of a distributed amplifier employ-

ing identical links composed of lumped circuit elements in

accordance with the schematic of Fig. 5(a) are shown in

Fig. 6. The circuit’s components L/2, CD, R~, and R~

have been optimized in order to obtain a flat gain response

between 2 and 18 GHz for the case of a three-link unit.

The curves of the minimum noise figure clearly demon-

strate the influence of the number of elementary amplifiers

at lower frequencies. However, at frequencies above 13

GHz, the minimum noise figure does not experience any

improvement by cascading additional blocks. To the con-

trary, the parasitic of the MESFET’S cause a deterioration

of the overall noise performance.

Similar characteristics are exhibited in Fig. 7 when re-

placing the lumped elements by transmission line elements

for CD= O in accordance with Fig. 5(b). While for this case

,4 ~-––— _ _____

-1

I — —’
0246 S 1012141618

FREQUENCY- GHz

Fig. 7. Dependence of the minimum noise figure and the small-signaf

gain of a transmission line element ampfifier with identical Links on the
number of links ( ZG = Z~ =125 L?, lG = 0.037 in and ID = 0.057 in,

C~=O, RG=38 Q, R~=125 0).
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Fig. 8. Influence of the link inductance on minimum noise figure, noise

figure, and small signaf gain of a three-link lumped element amplifier

(CD = 0.159 PF, RG = 38 Q, R~ =125 Q).

the minimum noise figure shows slightly higher values at

low frequencies, it is appreciably lower at the high frequency

end of the band. The dependency of the noise characteris-

tics and the small-signal gain on the inductance L/2 are

displayed in Fig. 8 for a three-link module. The curves of

the noise figure and gain include the case of our low

frequency model for which we chose L = O. They demon-

strate that in this particular example (18) offers an accepta-

ble approximation for the amplifier’s minimum noise
figure up to frequencies of 16 GHz. In addition, the plotted

curves express the significance of the linking element’s

inductance L/2 on the amplifier’s noise figure and its gain.

Similarly, when employing trans@ssion line elements, we

find that for n =3, R~ = 38 !il, R~ =125 G, Z~ = Z~ =125
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Fig. 9. Influence of the gate termination resistance on the minimum

noise figure, noise figure, and small-signaf gain of a three-link lumped

element amplifier (L/2 = 0.3125 nH, CD= 0.159 pF, R~ = 125 L?).

$1, 1~ = 0.037 in, and ID= 0.057 in, the minimum noise

figure computed with (15) deviates from its approximation

(18) by only +0.85 dB between 2 and 18 GHz.

Let us now investigate the dependence of the amplifier’s

performance parameters on the magnitude of the resistors

terminating the idle ports. The influence of the gate resis-

tance on minimum noise figure, noise figure, and small-

signal gain is plotted in Fig. 9 for a three-link module

(+L = 0.3125 nH, % = 0.159 PF, and RD = 125 0). The
curves demonstrate that the magnitude of R ~ has its great-

est impact on all three parameters at the low frequency end

of the band. Since R~ determines to a great extent the

magnitude of the gain variation across the band, the

requirement of a flat gain response over a very wide band

leaves little freedom to improve the noise figure by means

of R~. As expected, the amplifier’s noise figures experience

little change with the terminating resistance RD. Both,

minimum noise figure and noise figure do not differ by

more than 1.7 dB for Os R~ < m over the 2–18-GHz

band. However, the right choice of R~ is important for a

flat gain performance at lower frequencies. The perfor-
mance characteristics of the distributed amplifier employ-

ing high impedance transmission line elements and their

dependence on the individual circuit parameters are essen-

tially very similar to those incorporating lumped elements.

B. The Equal Line Lengths Amplifier

In this section we examine the noise characteristics of an

amplifier that employs transmission lines of equal lengths

between the active elements [2]. This approach has the

advantage of placing MESFET’S between two parallel

straight lines resulting in a very simple structure. The

schematic of a three-link module designed for the 2–18-

30

/
B “

cor,,’ 1

-’o~
02468101214161s

FREQUENCY- GHz

Fig. 10. The equivalent noise parameters of the three-fink equaf line
lengths amplifier of Fig. 1 and Table I (solid curves) and the MESFET

(dashed curves).

TABLE I
ELEMENT VALUES OF THE THREE-LINX MODULE WITH EQUAL LINE

LENGTHS

‘G1 = 650. eG1 = 12,2” 1’1 = ,020 In

262 = s7fl @62 = 20,7” 1G2 = ,034 in

‘G3 = S7J2 @ G3 = 15,2” 1G5 = ,025 In

ZD1 = 140.0 @Dl = 32,9” ID1 = ,054 In

‘D2 = 140.Q GD2 = 6,7” 1D2 = .011 in

‘G
= 3SJ2

RD = 125J2

(DEGREESAT 20 GHz)

—

GHz frequency band is shown in Fig. 1. The magnitudes of

its elements are listed in Table I while a detailed descrip-

tion of the unit’s fabrication can be found elsewhere [2].

The amplifier’s computed, noise parameters R., G., and

YCOrare plotted in Fig. 10 which also contains the noise

parameters of the MESFET. As expected, at low frequen-

cies, we are essentially paralleling the noise resistances R,

of the three transistors, while the noise conductance G. is

mainly dependent on the resistance R~ of the gate line’s

termination. Similarly, GCOrdepends almost entirely on R~

at low frequencies. It is also apparent from these curves

that the noise parameters of the amplifier are confined to a

much narrower range than those of the transistor, suggest-

ing much less variation of the amplifier’s minimum noise

figure versus frequency. This is easily discernible when

comparing the optimum noise figures of the three-link
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Fig. 11. Noise figures and small signal gains of the three-link equaf line
lengths amplifier (Fig. 1 and Table I).

deice (Fig. 11) with those of the MESFET (Fig. 6). As

evidenced by the curves in Fig. 11, there is ,little difference

between the minimum noise figure and the noise figure as

computed for a 50-fl system. The same is true for the

maximum available gain and the insertion gain measured

when operating between a 50-fil source and a 50-!2 load.

The former can be easily verified in an experiment design-

ed to improve the unit’s noise figure by means of noise

matching. As a matter of fact, it was the result of such an

experiment that aroused our curiosity and prompted the

investigation reported in this paper. For the designer, it is

of interest to know the extent to which the terminations of

the idle ports are contributing to the overall noise figure.

For this reason we have computed the noise figure of the

amplifer incorporating ideal MESFET’S, i.e., for devices

that are totally noiseless. As demonstrated by Fi~ed in Fig.

11, the influence of mainly R~ on the amplifier’s noise

figure at low frequencies is significant. The curve explains

why tfie unit’s noise figure at low frequencies is so much

higher than that of the individual transistor. Finally, a

comparison of the optimum noise figures as computed with

the exact formula (15) and the approximation formula (18)

demonstrates the validity of (18) at frequencies up to 9

GHz for this design (Fig. 11).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

In order to support the theoretical results, a three-link

amplifier module was constructed and its noise figure

measured. The topology of this unit is identical to that of

Fig. 1 with the element values listed in Table I. Its fabrica-

tion is described in a previous paper [2] which also dis-

cusses the module’s small-signal gain, reflection loss, and

reverse isolation characteristics. The noise parameters of

the MESFET are plotted in Fig. 10 as dashed curves. They

are derived from measurements performed on a single

transistor biased at a drain voltage and a drain current

(Vd, = 4 V, Id, = 42 mA) representative for the MESFET’S
operation in the amplifier. While painstaking efforts were

taken to measure the data leading to the computation of

the MESFET’S noise parameters, the accuracy of the re-

6~
246810121416 18’

FREQUENCY- GHz

Fig. 12. Comparison’of the exact (15), the appro~mated (18), and the
measured noise figures of the three-link equal line lengths ampfifier.

suits was only fair and was especially compromised in the

area of correcting the noise figure for the tuner losses.

Considering these errors and taking into account the per-

formance tolerances of the devices, the agreement between

theoretically predicted (15) and measured noise figures is

surprisingly close as evidenced by the comparison of Fig.

12. It is interesting to note how well the approximation

formula of the minimum noise figure (18) predicts the

actual computed and measured noise figures. The reason is

based on two observed facts. First, there is little difference

between the minimum and the actual noise figure in a

distributed amplifier. Second, the transformation proper-

ties of its linking elements seem to have nearly the same

effect on the amplifier’s noise figure as noise matching has

on the noise figure of the equivalent lossy-match amplifier.

V. CONCLUSION

A. set of formulas has been developed that makes it

possible to compute the noise parameters and noise figures

of distributed amplifier modules consisting of n arbitrary

links. Based on these theoretical expressions, the noise

figures’ dependence on the circuit parameters was studied.

As a result, it was found that improving the noise figure by

altering individual circuit parameters compromises the gain

performance of the amplifier whenever ultra-broad-band

performance is desired. Due to the complexity of the

accurate formulas, an attempt was made to generate ap-

proximation formulas designed to replace the accurate

noise figure expressions under low frequency conditions.

These formulas predict the noise figure of a practical

amplifier design up to 9 GHz with good accuracy and,

most important, contribute to the understanding of the

noise phenomenon at lower frequencies.

Even though the accuracy in our measurements of the

device’s optimum noise figure leading to the equivalent

noise parameters is fair, the agreement between measured

and computed data was very encouraging. Finally, our

initial measurements indicating little difference between

the noise figure and the minimum noise figure of a practi-

cal three-link amplifier design were theoretically supported

by the computed results.

APPENDIX

THE ELEMENTS OF [K]

The noise voltages at the four terminals of the multi-link

amplifier are expressed by (6) as functions of the active

devices’ noise parameters UI and il, the noise cw-rents

generated by the idle ports’ terminations i~= and iDT, as
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well as the noise current of the source impedance i,. The

output noise voltage v~~ is formulated in (7) and its

elements are

(&l)k = +{a(~2Jk+ LA%)k]

– Cz[(J%)k+ %(EJk] } (Ala)

(K32)k= -:{c1[(E22)k +yDT(E12)kl

‘cz[(E42)k +%( E32)k]} (Alb)
.

(K33)o= ${cl[~24+ yDT%]-c2[%+\~ 34]}

Cl= D03 + Y~TDu + ~ ( D33 + Y~TD~4 )

C2 = D23 + Y~~D24 + Y~~ ( D13 + Y~~D14)

C = C1[D21 + YOD22+ Y~~(D1l + YOD12)]

(Ale)

(Aid)

(Ale)

(Alf)

(Alg)

– C2[DA1 + YOD42+ ~(D31 + YOD32)] . (Alh)
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